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From: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov>


Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2019 1:56 PM


To: Howard Brown; Cathy Marcinkevage; Garwin Yip; Barbara Byrne


Subject: My notes on specific follow up items from Friday


All,


Here is my check list from Friday. It doesn't have any of the broader context or what we agreed to and/or left


open (Howard is drafting a piece now). It would be good to go over these with Reclamation at technical


meeting tomorrow and make we have who and when assigned to these.


NMFS to do:


1. Draft and share proposed mortality/survival performance objectives


2. Look at FWS specific baseline language for inclusion in our Biop


3. Double check current projected costs from DWR on Georgiana barrier and FDW/DWR positions on this and


HORB


4. Work with Reclamation on salvage-based performance objectives, based on salvage since 2009 opinion in


effect


Reclamation to do:


1. Send COA analysis of storage gains


2. Drought/dry year plan or process language (now or to be submitted in future)


3. DCC matrix/plan or process (now or to be submitted in future)


4. Develop and share Shasta language that tiers will not be changed midseason and all discretionary actions will


be taken to stay within a tier


I am interested in connecting with management and staff leads on 1 and 4 on our list sometime tomorrow.


- M


Maria Rea


Assistant Regional Administrator, California Central Valley Office


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


(916) 930-3600


Maria.Rea@noaa.gov


Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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